
SBI4U Genetic Engineering of a Recombinant Plasmid Name: 

Gene: 

Background 

Read through “The Major Steps of Cloning of DNA” on page 290 and examine the figure on page 291.  

This is the process you will be walking through to generate a recombinant plasmid that contains the 

gene you have been assigned, spliced into pBluescript plasmid vector.  You have been given the 

GenBank number and a Fingerprint RE for a gene that is linked to a human disease or condition.  

Your task is determine how to splice this gene into a plasmid to create a recombinant that could be 

used for research or clinical purposes.  The plasmid you will be using is either pBSKS or pBSSK.   

The GenBank number for pBSKS is 58061.  The GenBank number for pBSSK is 58062. 

Objectives 

1. Select appropriate enzymes to splice a gene that has been linked to a disease or condition into 

pBluescript plasmid vector.   

2. Generate a plasmid map of your recombinant. 

3. Generate an image of a gel that would be the fingerprint of the recombinant plasmid. 

4. Provide a description of the disease or condition and some current research associated with 

the gene of interest.  

Instructions 

1. You have access to the following restriction endonucleases:   

ApaI, BamHI, ClaI, EagI, EcoRI, HincII, HindIII, KpnI, PciI, PsiI, PvuII, SacI, SacII, SalI, SapI, ScaI, SpeI, 

XbaI, XhoI, XmaI, XmnI.  

2. From the enzymes above, using the NEB Cutter, find one that is upstream of the ORF. If there are more 

than one that meet this criteria, pick the one that is closest to the ORF but not within it.  This will be 

referred to as RE1 later in this task.   

3. From the enzymes above, using the NEB Cutter, find one that is downstream of the ORF.  If there are 

more than one that meet this criteria, pick the one that is closest to the ORF but not within it.  This will 

be referred to as RE2 later in this task.   

4. The Fingerprint RE you have been assigned will cut your gene of interest as well as the plasmid at least 

once, if not more than once, even after you make your recombinant.  

5. Do custom digests of pBSKS and pBSSK using RE1, RE2 and the Fingerprint RE.   

Choose the one that results in your gene of interest splicing in line with lacZ. 

6. Once RE1 and RE2 are chosen, make your recombinant plasmid map.  Use the protractor provided to 

place your RE1, RE2, and Fingerprint RE locations properly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Recombination Data 

1. Complete Table 1. 

2. For Figure 1, take screenshot of your gene of interest with a custom digest of RE1, RE2 and the 

Fingerprint RE from the NEB Cutter.  Write the locations of the cut sites beside or below the 

enzymes and write the fragment lengths between the enzymes of the fragment you are 

keeping.  Highlight the insert fragment and calculate its total size. 

3. For Figure 2, take screenshot of your plasmid with a custom digest of RE1, RE2 and the 

Fingerprint RE from the NEB Cutter.  Write the locations of the cut sites beside or below the 

enzymes and write the fragment lengths between the enzymes of the fragment you are 

keeping.  Highlight the plasmid fragment with a different colour than the insert and calculate 

its size.  Make sure you write pBSKS or pBSSK above the 2961 bp in the map depending on the 

one you choose. 

4. For Figure 3, write the locations of the cut sites beside the enzyme and the fragment lengths 

between the cut sites on your recombinant plasmid map.  Make sure to position your enzyme 

locations accurately and precisely.  Write the name of your recombinant plasmid map in the 

middle of the circle, with the total recombinant plasmid size below that as shown in the 

example we did in class. 

5. Calculate the fragment sizes of the digestions of your recombinant plasmid that are listed in 

Table 1. 

6. For Figure 4, place the bands in the locations that correspond to the digestions in Table 2. 

Write the fragment size either above or below each band. 

Analysis Questions 

1. Identify the full name of the protein encoded by your gene. 
2. What is the function of the protein?  What does it do? 
3. Find an image of the protein encoded by your gene of interest.  The image you find may show 

it working with other proteins or on its own. 
4. Identify and describe the disease or condition in terms of its symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, 

treatments and possible outcomes for individuals with this disease or condition.   
(This question should be at least one page in length).  If there is more than one disease 
associated with your gene, just choose one to research and describe. 

5. Identify and describe some current research that is happening with your gene as it pertains to 
the disease. 

For the Analysis Questions, use and cite appropriate sources (databases or online books – the NCBI 

has online books) according to APA formatting. Remember to do in-text citations as well. 

 

 

 

 



Table 1: Gene of Interest and Plasmid Data 

 

Figure 1: cDNA Map of HLA-DQB1 

Insert Fragment Size: 907 bp 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Plasmid Map 

Vector Fragment Size: 2932 bp 

 

 

 

 

Gene of Interest: HLA-DQB1 pBluescript Plasmid Vector 

GenBank Number:  345461080 GenBank Number: 58061 



Figure 3: Recombinant Plasmid Map 

 

 

Table 2: Restriction Digestion Fragment Lengths of: pBSKSHLA-DQB1 

Lane 3 

RE1 

Lane 4  

RE1 & RE2 

Lane 5  

Fingerprint RE 

Lane 6  

RE2 & Fingerprint RE 

3839 

 

 

 

2932, 907 2095, 1744 2905, 1142, 602 



 

Figure 4: Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of: pBSKSHLA-DQB1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Lane 1: New England Biolabs 1 kb DNA Ladder visualized by ethidium bromide staining  

Lane 2: New England Biolabs 100bp DNA Ladder visualized by ethidium bromide   staining 

Lane 1 Lane 3 Lane 4 Lane 5 Lane 6 Lane 2 



 

SBI4U Genetic Engineering of a Recombinant Plasmid Culminating Activity 

CRITERIA LEVEL 4 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 1 < LEVEL 1 

 

Thinking & Investigation  

 

- use of critical 

thinking and 

processing skills 

and strategies (e.g. 

gathering 

evidence, proving, 

design & problem-

solving) 

- uses critical 

thinking and 

processing skills 

and strategies with 

a high degree of 

effectiveness 

- uses critical 

thinking and 

processing skills 

and strategies with 

an adequate 

degree of 

effectiveness 

- uses critical 

thinking and 

processing skills 

and strategies with 

a moderate 

degree of 

effectiveness 

- uses critical 

thinking and 

processing skills 

and strategies with 

a limited degree of 

effectiveness 

- uses critical 

thinking and 

processing skills 

and strategies with 

a negligible 

degree of 

effectiveness 

 

Communication 

 

- use of scientific 

terminology, 

symbols, 

conventions  

accurately & 

effectively 

- expresses ideas 

clearly 

- scientific 

communication 

shows a high 

degree of 

accuracy, clarity 

and/or 

effectiveness 

- scientific 

communication 

shows a 

considerable 

degree of 

accuracy, clarity 

and/or 

effectiveness 

- scientific 

communication 

shows a moderate 

degree of 

accuracy, clarity 

and/or 

effectiveness 

- scientific 

communication 

shows a limited 

degree of 

accuracy, clarity 

and/or 

effectiveness 

- scientific 

communication 

shows a negligible 

degree of 

accuracy, clarity 

and/or 

effectiveness 

 

Application 

- making 

connections 

between genes, 

proteins, diseases, 

and current 

research strategies 

- makes thorough 

connections 

between genes, 

proteins, diseases, 

and current 

research 

strategies 

- makes adequate 

connections 

between genes, 

proteins, diseases, 

and current 

research 

strategies 

- makes moderate 

connections 

between genes, 

proteins, diseases, 

and current 

research 

strategies 

- makes limited 

connections 

between genes, 

proteins, diseases, 

and current 

research 

strategies 

- makes negligible 

connections 

between genes, 

proteins, diseases, 

and current 

research 

strategies 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


